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INTRODUCTION 
The assosymmetric ring was introduced by Erwin Kleinfeld in 1957 ([l]). It is a 
non-associative ring R in which the associatov {x, y, z} := xy . z - x. yz has the 
property {x, y, z} = {P(x), P(y), P(z)} for all x, y, z E Rand every permutation P 
of x, y, z. Kleinfeld proved that a 2- and 3-divisible semi-prime assosymmetric 
ring is associative. A few years later we proved that a 2- and 3-divisible asso- 
symmetric ring is (3,5)-associative ([4]). It is a member of the class of the so-called 
5-associative rings. (The concept of n-associativity of rings with n > 3 was intro- 
duced in our thesis: Gentralisation de l’associateur, ed. J. van Tuyl, Antwerpen- 
Zaltbommel, 1956). Since assosymmetric rings that are not associative are neither 
flexible nor power-associative, further investigations failed to appear during 
many years. It was not until 1986 that Kleinfeld published a new study on this 
subject ([2]). Remarkably enough, however, the word ‘assosymmetric’ was mis- 
sing in this article. He proved almost the same as in 1957, although in other words: 
A 2-divisible semi-prime ring R in which the associators lie in the nucleus N of R, 
is associative. It is clear that this result is an immediate consequence of [4], since 
(3,5)-associativity is equivalent to the property that all associators belong to the 
nucleus of the ring. Since an assosymmetric ring R is (3,5)-associative, if R is 3- 
divisible, Kleinfeld could leave out the 3-divisibility condition. 
This publication, together with a study of K. Sitaram and K. Suvarna, which 
appeared in 1987 (but was unfortunately incomplete and partially incorrect) gave 
rise to our article in 1989 ([5]), where again the Kleinfeld theorem was brought 
forward, but now in a new setting. 
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The purpose of the present paper is, to study in more details the properties of 
assosymmetric rings in general. We restrict ourselves to 2- and 3-divisible asso- 
symmetric rings which are not associative. These rings lack several nice properties: 
they are not flexible, not power-associative, not commutative, not semi-prime, 
not simple. Nevertheless a good deal of remarkable features remain which are 
worth while to be mentioned. For the sake of brevity a 2- and 3-divisible not-as- 
sociative assosymmetric ring will be called an A-ring. After a presentation of 
formulas and properties, valid in A-rings in general, some special subclasses of 
the class of A-rings will be studied, in particular the class of 4-associative A-rings 
and the class of special A-rings @A-rings). 
An A-ring is a member of the class of 5-associative rings. 
We shall prove that a 4-associative A-ring is 5-prod-associative and under cer- 
tain conditions even 4-prod-associative. 
The sA-ring belongs to a wider class than the class of 5-prod-associative rings 
and does not necessarily consist of zerodivisors only. Remarkably enough, how- 
ever, an element which is not a zerodivisor, is either right- or left regular. 
A special section is devoted to A-rings with unit element. 
Finally an A-ring R turns out to be Lie-admissible. Some properties of R- are 
proved. 
The paper is illustrated by a number of examples. 
To facilitate the study of this article, we collect a number of conventions and 
properties, valid in non-associative rings. 
It should be stressed that there is ) difference between a non-associative and a 
not-associative ring. A ring is said to be non-associative if it is not necessarily as- 
sociative. 
For the rest of this introductory section, let R denote a non-associative ring, 
unless mentioned otherwise. 
The associator-ideal Vis the ideal in R, generated by all associators. 
The nucleus Nin R is the set of elements n E R, such that {n, x, y} = {x, n, y} = 
{x, y, n} = 0 for all x, y E R. Note that N is a subring of R, but not necessarily an 
ideal. E.g.: If R has a unit element e, then e E N and if R is not-associative, N 
cannot be an ideal. 
The commutator [x, y] of two elements x and y in R is defined by [x, y] := 
xy - yx. 
C is the ideal, generated by all commutators in R. 
R is called k-divisible if kx = 0 implies x = 0; x E R and k is a natural number. 
In many publications (included our own) such a ring was abusively called a ring 
with characteristic # k (see [3] and [6]). 
If xi,xz,. . . ,x,, are elements in R, then {xi, x2,. . , xn} (n > 3) is called an n- 
associator in R. It is a generalization of the associator {xi, x2, xg} := (x1x2)x3 - 
x1 (x2x3) and recursively defined by 
n-l 
{XI,X2,...,Xn) :=kgl C-1) k ’ X1,X2,...,XkXk+l,...,X,} - { (n>4). 
R is called n-associative, if every n-associator in R vanishes. 
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IfX,,X&. . . , Xk are elements in R, then a k-product ~1x2 . xk only makes sense, 
if it is equipped with a system of brackets (k 2 3). Only if we know that R is as- 
sociative, this bracketing can be left out. However, even if R is not-associative, it 
can happen that a special k-product does not depend on the way in which it has 
been bracketed. Such a k-product will be called stable. (For a precise investigation 
of k-products and k-product-functions, see [7]). There exist not-associative rings 
in which each k-product (k is a fixed natural number > 3) is stable. These rings are 
called k-prod-associative (k-PA) rings (see [lo]). A k-PA ring is k-associative. 
K is the maximal R-ideal in the nucleus N of R. Each n-product, containing at 
least one factor, belonging to K, is stable (n 2 3) (see [5] and [S]). Consequently 
K = N if and only if N is an ideal. 
If P and Q are subsets of R, then the subset PQ is the set of finite sums JJipiqi 
withpi E P, q( E Q. Hence R2 is the set of finite sums of (2-) products in R. Clearly 
R2 is an ideal in R, since RR2 C R2 and R2R 2 R2. 
In general: If A;,A2,. , Ak (k > 3) are subsets of R, then AlA2.. . Ak 
(equipped with a certain bracketing) consists of finite sums of k-products 
ala2”. ak (al E Al, a2 E AZ,. , ak E Ak), in such a manner that each term has 
the same bracketing as AI A2 . . Ak. So (Al A2)A3 and Al (A2A3) are different sets 
in general. If we define AlA2Ax := (AlA2)As + AI(AzA~), then in particular 
R3 = RR2 + R2R. Hence R3 C R2. Moreover RR3 = R(RR2) + R(R2R) C R3 
and R3R = (RR2)R + (R2R)R C R3, i.e. R3 is an ideal in R. 
R is called a Lie-ring if x2 = 0 for every x in R and (~1x2)~s + (xzxs)xi + 
(x3x,)x2 = 0 for xi, x2, x3 E R (Jacobi identity). Linearization of x2 = 0, i.e. sub- 
stituting x + y instead of x, leads to (x + y)= = 0, hence xy + yx = 0 for all x and 
y in R. In other words: a Lie-ring is anti-commutative. 
If A is an associative ring, then the commutator [x, y] satisfies [x,x] = 0 and 
[k~lr4 + [[v,4,4 + [[z,xlr~l = 0. Ob viously the ring A-, obtained after in- 
troducing the new multiplication xy, y := [x, y] in A, is a Lie-ring. Several not- 
associative rings have the same property. Definition: If R- is a Lie-ring, R is 
called Lie-admissible. The A-ring in our paper is one of them. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Definition. A non-associative ring R is called jexible if {x, y, x} = 0 for all 
x, y E R, i.e. (after linearization: substitute x + z for x) {x, y, z} + {z, y, x} = 0 for 
allx,y,z E R. 
Lemma 1. An A-ring R is notflexible. 
Proof. Let R be a flexible A-ring, then {x,y, z} + {z, y,x} = {x, y,z} + 
{x,y, z} = 2{x,y, z} = 0 and hence {x, y, z} = 0 for all x,y, z E R and so R is as- 
sociative, a contradiction. q 
Corollary. An A-ring cannot be commutative, since a commutative ring isflexible. 
{x,v,z) = (xv)z - X(YZ) = 4yx) - (zy)x = -{z,Y,x). q 
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Definition. A non-associative ring R is called power-associative if each element 
x E R generates an associative subring of R. 
Lemma 1A. An A-ring is notpower-associative. 
Proof. Let R be a power-associative A-ring. Then x*x = xx2 for each x E R. In 
other words: {x, x,x} = 0, hence {x + y, x + y, x + y} = 0 for all x, y E R. This 
implies {x,x,y> + {x,.Y,x} + {v,x,x> + {x,v,v> + {Y,-u,Y) + {v,v,x> = 0 for 
all x,~ E R. Since R is an A-ring, this can be reduced to {x, x, y} + {x, Y,JJ} = 0 
for all x, y E R. Now substitute x = u + v. This leads to {u, U, y} + {u, v, y} + 
{v,u,.Y> + {v,v,.J> + {u,Y,Y> + {v,Y,Y> = 0 and hence {u,v,Y> + {v,u,Y> = 
{u, v,.Y> + {u, v,.Y> = 2{ U, v, _JJ} = 0, i.e. {u, v, v} = 0 for all U, v, y E R and so R is 
associative, a contradiction. q 
Definition. A non-associative ring R is called prime if for any two of its ideals I 
and J with ZJ = (0), it follows that either I = (0) or J = (0). R is called semiprime 
if for any ideal I with 1* = (0), it follows that I = (0). 
Lemma 2. An A-ring R cannot be semiprime. 
Proof. Thisfollows immediately from the results of [l], [2] and [5], mentioned in 
the introduction (see also Section II). 
Corollary. An A-ring cannot beprime. Cl 
Definition. A non-associative ring R is called (3,5)-associative, if 
{{x,y, z}, t, u} = {x, { y, z, t}, u} = {x,y, {z, t, u}} = 0 for all x,y, z, t, u E R. 
Lemma 3. An A-ring R is (3,5)-associative. 
Proof. This can be found in [5] on page 22. (See also Section II). 
Remark. Essential is that in an A-ring R all associators of R are in the nucleus N 
ofR. 0 
Definition. A non-associative ring R is called simple if R2 # (0) and (0) and R 
are the only ideals in R. 
Lemma 4. An A-ring R cannot be simple. 
Proof. From [6], Theorem 2.1 it follows that V E N. Of course N is a proper 
subset of R and V’ # (0): if N = R, then V = (0) and R is associative, which is 
impossible. So V is a proper ideal in R, i.e. R is not simple. 
Remark. The ideal V in [6] is defined to be the set of elements in R, each of which 
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is a finite sum of elements of type {R, R, R} + {R, R, R} R. In the introduction we 
defined the associator-ideal as the ideal in R, generated by all the associators in R. 
In Section IV we shall see that both ideals are identical. 0 
II. GENERAL PROPERTIES AND FORMULAS, VALID IN A-RINGS 
The demonstration of Lemma 2 is partially based on the formula 
(i) {xv, -7, r> = { yx, I”, r] 
or in another notation 
0’) {[x,vl, z, t> = 0. 
This formula was proved by using the so-called 4-associator {x, y, z, t} := 
{xy, z, t} - {x, yz, t} + {x, y, zt}. It is not difficult to calculate that the 4-asso- 
ciator has the following property: 
(A) 1x1 Y, z, t} = {x,y, z}t + x{ y, 17, t}. (Teichmiiller-identity) 
Therefore it is obvious that in any A-ring {x, z,y, t} + {z, y, t, x} + {t, x, z, y} = 
{x, t, z, .Y> + {z,.!J, x, t} + {t, ;, Y, x}. 
A patient elaboration of both sides of this equation, applying the definition of 
4-associator on each term, leads to formula (i). 
Note that the 2-divisibility of R is essential here. 
An immediate result is: 
Theorem 5. If R is an A-ring, then each commutator [x,y] with x,y E R is in the 
nucleus N of R. 0 
Another formula which plays a role in the demonstration of the Lemmas 2, 3 
and 4 is: 
(ii) {{x,y,z}, t,u} = 0. 
This formula is a consequence of Theorem 5 and the identity {x,y, z} + 
{ y, z, x} + {z, x, y} = [xy, z] + [yz, x] + [zx, y], valid in an arbitrary non-associa- 
tive ring. Note that in this case the 3-divisibility of R is essential. 
A direct consequence of the identity, just mentioned, is that in any A-ring 
(iii) 3{x,y,z} = [.xy,z] + [yz,x] + [zx,y]. 
From (A) we obtain the formula 
(iv) {x,y,z, t> = {x,--,y,t>. 
Applying the definition of 4-associator, (iv) leads to 
{XY, z, t] - -CXlYZ, t> + {X,Y, zt> = {XZ,Y, t> - {x1 CY, t} + 1x, z,.!Jt]. 
This can be reduced to {xy,z, t} + {zt,x,y} = {xz,y, t} + { yt,x,z} because of 
(i). Since {xz,y,t}+{yt,x,z}={zx,y,t}+{cy,x,=}={zy,x,t}+{xt,z,y}, 
etc., iteration leads to the more general formula {xy, z, t} + {zt, x, y} = 
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{P(x)P( y),P(z), P(t)} + {P(z)P(t), P(x), P( y)} for each permutation P of 
x, Y, z, t. 
Applying this result, we develop the 4-associator as follows: 
1x5 Y, z, t> = {xv, z, t> - {X,Y? t> + {X,Y, zt) 
= {xv, z, t> + {zt, X>Y> - {X,YZ, t> 
= {Y&x,tl+ {xt,y,z) - {x,vz,t> = {xt,y,z) 
and hence in an A-ring 
(v) {x,y,z, t> = {Xt,Y,zJ. 
This formula appears also in [4] on page 193. 
From (i) and (v) it follows: 
(vi) {x,~,z,t) = {t,y,z,x] 
This leads to x{ y, z, t> + {x,y,z>r = t {Y, z, x} + {t, y, z}x and hence 
(vii) [{x,Y, z>, 4 = [{Y, z, t), 4. 
Since [{Y, 2, t>, xl = [i--, 6 x),YI e c , we obtain the more general formula t . 
(vii’) Kx,~,~>~tl = [{P(x),P(y),P(z)},P(t)l 
for any permutation P of x, y, z, t. 
The identity [xy,z] - x[y,z] - [x,z]y = {x,y, z} + {z,x, y} - {x,z, y} is valid 
in any non-associative ring R. If R is an A-ring, it follows: 
(viii) {x, y, z} = [xy, z] - x[y, z] - [x, z]y. 
From (v) and Theorem 5 we conclude {x[y, z], t, U} = {x, t, U, [y, z]} = 
x{t,U, [Y,zll + ix, t,uI[~,zl = ix, t,u>[y,zl and {[YJ]~, t,u> = {[Y,z], t, u,x> = 
[~,zl~t,~,x~+~[~,zl,t,~~x= [y,4{t,~,x)andhence 
03 ix, t, u>[y> 4 = [Y,~{x, t, u>. 
Taking into account (viii) and (ii), we find: { [xy, z], t, v} - {x[y, z], t, v} - 
{[x, z]y, t, v} = {{x, y,z}, t, v> = 0 and so {x[ y,z], t, v} + {[x,z]y, t, v} = 0, since 
[xy, z] E N. But then, according to (v): {x, t, v, [y, z]} + {[x, z], t, v, y} = 0. And 
hence {x, t, v}[y,z] + [x,z]{t, v,y} = 0. Applying (B) we find {x, t, v}[y,z] + 
{t, v,y}[x,z] = 0, i.e. 
{x,t,v>[v,4 = -{t,v,Y)[x,zl = {v,y,x)[t,4 = {y,v,x>[4”1 
= -{V,X,t)[Y,zl = -{x,t,V)[Y,~l. 
It follows that 2(x, t, v}[ y, z] = 0, so we obtain: 
(ix) {x,t,v>[y,K = [y,zl{x,t,v) =O. 
III. SOME EXAMPLES 
Example 1. The 3-dimensional algebra R over a field F of characteristic 0 with 
basis elements e, a, b and basis-multiplication e2 = e, ea = ae = ab = a, eb = 
be = b, b2 = a + b, u2 = bu = 0, is an A-ring with unit element. The nucleus N (as 
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a matter of fact no ideal) is the subalgebra of R, consisting of all elements 
/\le + &a (Xl, X2 E I;). V is the ideal [a], i.e. the ideal, generated by a. In this case 
V is a proper subset of N. 
Example 2. The 3-dimensional algebra R over a field F of characteristic 0 with 
basis elements U, v, w and basis-multiplication wu = U, VW = v, w2 = v + W, other 
products are zero, is an A-ring in which the elements are zerodivisors. N = [u; v], 
i.e. the ideal, generated by II and v and V is the ideal [v]. And again V is a proper 
subset of N. 
Example 3. The 2-dimensional algebra R over a field F of characteristic 0 with 
basis elements u, v and basis-multiplication uv = U, v2 = u + v, u2 = VU = 0, is an 
A-ring in which V = N = [u]. The algebra R has no unit element, but not all of the 
elements are zerodivisors: the element v is right regular (i.e. XV = 0 has the only 
solution x = 0). 
IV. THE IDEAL C 
’ If H is a subset of a non-associative ring R, then the ideal I, generated by H in R 
is the smallest ideal in R that contains H. In case R is associative, it is not difficult 
to see that I = H + RH + HR + RHR, since it is clear that RI C I and IR C: I. 
But things are more complicated if R is not-associative, since the 3-products in 
RHR are not necessarily stable. Nevertheless it occurs that even in a not-asso- 
ciative ring R a subset H of R has the property that a subset S of R, built up by a 
sum of a number of subsets of R of type H, HR, RH and perhaps some types of 
higher degree, turns out to be an ideal in R. A good example is a not-associative 
ring R with the subset T = {R, R, R}, i.e. the set of all finite sums of associators in 
R. In [4] it is proved that the set T + TR is an ideal in R, hence T + TR is the ideal, 
generated by all associators in R. 
Now we turn to the A-ring and investigate the ideal C, generated by all com- 
mutators in the ring. 
Theorem 6. If R is an A-ring, then C 5 N. 
Proof. Let CO be the set of commutators in R, then Co C N (Theorem 5). Now 
apply (i), (v), (vi), (ix) and (A) (Section II): {z[x, y], t, v} = {[x,y]z, t, v} = 
{z, t, v, [x, y]} = {z, t, v}[x, y] = 0 for all x, y, Z, t, v E R. So the elements of type 
[R, R]R and of type R[R, R] are in N. Each product of type R[R, R]R is stable, 
since [R, R] C N. Then we can draw the conclusion, that all elements of type 
R[R, R]R are in N, since {(x[y,z])t,u,v} = (x([y,z]t),u,v} = {([y,z]t)x,u,v} = 
{[y, z](tx), u, v} = 0. It is clear that D := Co + RCo + CoR + RCoR is a subset 
of N. 
Finally we have to show that D is an ideal and thus D = C. We calcu- 
late:R(RCo)=R2Co~RCo~D;R(RCoR)=R{R(CoR)}=R2(CoR)CRCoR~D; 
(CoR)R=C0R2cC0RcD; (RCoR)R = {(RC(,)R}R = (RC0)R2 c RCoR c D 
and hence RD < D and DR C D, q.e.d. 0 
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It is important to stress that if in a not-associative ring R the element x of R 
belongs to the nucleus N, each 3-product which contains a factor x, is stable, 
whereas an n-product with n > 3, containing this element x as a factor, is not 
necessarily stable. In Example 1 of Section III for instance, e E N and hence each 
3-product in which one of the factors is e, is stable; however, the 4-product bbeb is 
not stable, since { (bb)e}b = 2a + b # b{ (be)b} = a + b. 
An n-product with n > 3 is stable if and only if the factor x belongs to K, the 
maximal R-ideal in N ([S]). 
It follows that, if N is an ideal, each n-product (n = 3,4,5, . .), containing a 
factor x E N, is stable; in this case K = N. 
Now it is clear, why, in spite of the resemblance to the associative situation, we 
could not decide immediately that D = Co + RCo + C’oR + RCoR is an ideal in 
the demonstration of Theorem 6. We knew that Co C N but we discovered after- 
wards that CO C K. 
And since in an A-ring C is an ideal in N and hence C c K, the conclusion is 
that each n-product (n > 3) containing a commutator as one of its factors, is 
stable. 
Remarks. (1) In an A-ring R we have C # (0), since R is not commutative 
(Corollary of Lemma 1) and C # R, since C g N c R, i.e. C is a proper ideal of R. 
(2) V C C, since each associator can be written as a sum of C-elements ac- 
cording to (viii); moreover {x,y, z}t = [xy, z]t - x[y,z]t - [x,z]yt E C. This in- 
volves that each n-product (n 2 3), containing an associator as one of its factors, 
is stable. 
(3) In any non-associative ring R we have: the quotient-ring R/ V is associa- 
tive. Obviously the quotient-ring R/C is associative and commutative if R is an 
A-ring. q 
Now let us reconsider the examples of Section III: 
Example 1: In this case V = C = [a] and N is the subring, generated by e 
and a. 
Example 2: The nucleus N is an ideal and C = N = [u; v]; V = [v], and so V is 
a proper subset of C. 
Example 3: Now we have V = C = N = [u]. 
V. THE CENTRE Z 
In a non-associative ring R the centre Z is defined as the set of elements in the 
nucleus N of R, which commute with every element of R. 
If R is an A-ring, there is no element outside N that commutes with every ele- 
ment of R: 
Theorem 7. All elements z of anA-ring R with [z, x] = 0 for all x E R, belong to the 
nucleus N. 
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Proof. Let 2 E R such that [z, U] = 0 for each u E R and let x and y be arbitrary 
elements in R, then from (viii) we obtain: {x, y, z} = [xy, z] - x[ y, z] - [x, z] y = 0, 
i.e. z E N. 0 
Lemma 8. If R is a non-associative ring, Z is a subring of R. 
Proof. If a E Z and b E Z, then obviously a - b E Z. For each x E R we can 
write (ab)x = a(bx) = a(xb) = (ax)b = (xa)b = x(ab), hence ab E Z. q 
Lemma 9. If R is a non-associative ring, then Z is an ideal in R if and only if 
z[x, y] = 0 for every z E Z and x, y E R. 
Proof. If z E Z, x,y E R and Z is an ideal in R, then (zx)y = (xz)y = x(zy) = 
x( yz) = (xy)z and also (zx)y = y(zx) = y(xz) = (yx)z, hence (xy)z = (yx)z, 
i.e. [x, y]z = z[x, y] = 0. Conversely, if z[x, y] = 0 for every z E Z and x, y E R, 
then (zx)y = I = z( yx) = (yx)z = y(xz) = y(zx), so [zx, y] = 0, i.e. ;x E Z. 
Hence Z is an ideal. q 
Remark. If R is an A-ring, then Z is an ideal in R if and only if ZC = (0). Indeed, 
if ZC = CZ = (0), then in particular z[x, y] = [x, y]z = 0 for all z E Z and 
x, y E R, hence Z is an ideal by virtue of Lemma 9. If, conversely, Z is an ideal, 
then ~[x, y] = 0 for all z E Z and x, y E R. Since C = Co + RCo t C’oR + RCoR 
(in an A-ring, see the demonstration of Theorem 6) and CoZ = (0), RCoZ = (0), 
CoRZ = RCoZ = (0) and RCoRZ = RCoZR = (0), it follows that ZC = 
cz = (0). 0 
In Example 1 of Section III the centre Z is a subring, consisting of all elements 
Fe. In the Examples 2 and 3 the centre is the trivial ideal Z = (0). In the next 
example the centre is a proper ideal. 
Example 4. R is the 3-dimensional algebra over a field of characteristic zero, 
with basis elements a, b, c and basis-multiplication a2 = b, ba = c, other products 
are zero. In this A-ring the nucleus N = [b; c] and Z = V = C = [cl. 
VI. PROPERTIES OF V, C AND N 
Lemma 10. If R is a non-associative ring and W is an arbitrary ideal in the nucleus 
N, then VW = WV = (0). 
Proof. If w is an element in W, then for all X, y, z in R we have w{x, y, z} = 
{w,x,y,z}-{w,x,y}z = {wx,y,z}-{w,xy,z}+{w,x,yz}-{w,xqy}z = 0, since 
wx E W 2 N. Furthermore w[{.x, y, z}t] = [w{x, y, z}]t for all x, y, :, t E R, since 
w E N, hence w[{x, y,z}t] = 0. In the same way we can prove that {x, y,z}w = 
[{x,y,z}t] = 0. 
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N.B. In [5] one can find an alternative proof, based on the property that w be- 
longs to K, the maximal R-ideal in N. q 
Theorem 11. ZfR isan A-ring, then CV = V’C = (0), inparticular V2 = (0). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 10, since V C C C_ N. q 
Remarks. (a) The property CV = VC = (0) in an A-ring can also be obtained 
by using formula (ix). Since [y, z][{x, t, v}u] = [[Y, z]{x, t, v}]u = 0 and 
[lx, t, v>@ [v, 4 = [{x, t, v, u> - x(4 v, u>l [VI 4 
= {x4 v, U>[Y, zl - ix, tv, U>[Y, z] + {XT t, VU>[Y, 4 
- X[{fI VI u>l IY, 4 
= {x4 v, U>[Y, 4 - ix, tv, U>[Y,Zl + (4 t, VU)[Y, 4 
- XL{4 v,U>[Y, 41 = 0 
for all elements x,y, z, t, u, v in R, it follows that CoV = VCo = (0). Now using 
C = Co + RC’o + CoR + RCoR, the rest of the proof is not difficult. 
(b) Those wo are familiar with n-associative rings in general, know that an A- 
ring is 5- and hence 6-associative (see [6]). This implies that we can write: 
(0) = (R, R, R, R, R, R} = (R, R, R, R, R)R+2(R, R, Rj2+R(R, R, R, R, R}, i.e. 
{R, R, R}2 = 0 and after a short calculation: v 2 = (0). 
(c) If in an A-ring the nucleus N is an ideal, then obviously NV = VN = 
(0). 17 
Theorem 12. Zf R is an A-ring, t E N, x,y, z E R, then t{x,y, z} = {x,y, z}t = 
{tx,y,z>. 
Proof. Applying (v) and (A) (see Section II), we obtain: { tx, y, z} = {t, y, z, x} = 
t{x, yz> and {xt, Y, z> = {x,Y, z, t} = {x, y, z} t. According to Theorem 5 we are 
finished. 
Corollary. Zf N is an ideal in the A-ring R, then t{x, y,z} = {x, y,z}t = 
{tx,y,z} = Ofor t E N,x,y,z E R (Theoremll, Remark (c). 0 
VII. THE IDEAL R* AND 4-ASSOCIATIVITY 
The ideal R2 in a non-associative ring R is the ideal, generated by all products 
xy with x,y E R. In the special situation in which R2 = (0), the ring is called a 
zero-ring and as a matter of fact it is associative. Therefore an A-ring cannot be a 
zero-ring. Hence two possibilities are left in this case: R2 = R or R2 is a proper 
ideal in R. In the examples 1,2 and 3 (Section III) we meet with the first possibi- 
lity: R2 = R, but in Example 4 (Section V) R2 = [b; c], i.e. R2 is a proper ideal in R 
(note that R2 = N). 
From the definition of C it follows immediately 
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Theorem 13. C c R2. 
Remark. This theorem is obviously valid in any non-associative ring R. 0 
We recall the definition of the 4-associator in a non-associative ring R: 
Ix, y, z, t) := {xy, z, t) - {x, YZ, t> + {Xl Y> zt> and R is called 4-associative if 
every 4-associator vanishes in R. In an analogous way the 5-associator is defined 
by: {x,y, z, t, u} := {xy, z, t, u} - {x,yz, t, u} + {x,y, zt, u} - {x,y, z, tu} and R is 
called 5-associative if every 5-associator vanishes in R. It is clear that any II- 
associator (n = 3,4,5,6,7, . . .) can be defined inductively in this way. The class of 
(3,5)-associative rings, mentioned in Lemma 3, is a subclass of the class of 5- 
associative rings, by virtue of the formula {x,y,z, t,u} = {{x,y,z}, t,u} + 
{x, {y, z, t}, u} + {x,y, {z, t, u}}. (For details see [6] and the thesis, mentioned in 
the introduction) 
An A-ring R is 5-associative, hence n-associative for each n >_ 5, but R is not 
(say) 3-associative. Now it is quite natural to ask: Is R 4-associative? In examining 
the examples in the Sections III and V, only Example 4 turns out to be 4-associa- 
tive. Why the other examples are not 4-associative, becomes clear after the fol- 
lowing statement. 
Theorem 14. The A-ring R is 4-associative fand only ifR2 & N. 
Proof. If R is 4-associative, then {x,y, z, t} = 0, hence {xt,y, z} = 0 for all 
X,Y, =, t E R (formula (v)), i.e. {R2, R, R} = 0 and so R2 C N. 
Conversely, if R2 C N, then in particular {xy, z, t} = 0, hence {x, z, t, y} = 0 
for all x,y, z, t E R, i.e. R is 4-associative. 
Corollary. An A-ring R with R2 = R cannot be 4-associative (see the examples 1,2 
and 3 of Section III). In particular: an A-ring with unit element cannot be 4-asso- 
ciative. 
N.B. Even a 4-associative ring in general cannot have a unit element e: 
{x, y, z, e} = 0 leads to {x, y, z} = 0 for all X, y, z E R and therefore a 4-associa- 
.tive ring R with unit element e is necessarily (3-) associative. 
Remark. Note that the existence of a unit element is not necessary for a ring R to 
have the property R2 = R (see the Examples 2 and 3 in Section III). •I 
Theorem 15. In a I-associative A-ring R the identities {x, y, z}? = {x, y, t}z and 
t{x, y, z} = z{x, y, t} holdfor allx, y, z, t E R. 
Proof. From (vii) it follows: {x,y, z}t - t{x, y, z} = {x,y, t}z - z{x,y, t}. Now 
apply Property (A) to obtain: -x{ y, z, t} + {t, x, y}z = -x{ y, t, z} + {z, x, y}t, 
i.e. {x,y, t}z = {x,y,z}t. Then also z{x, y, t} = t{x, y,z}. q 
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We repeat some ideas and theorems which can be found in [S] and related 
articles. First of all: A non-associative ring R is called n-product-associative 
(short: n-PA; n is a fixed number > 3) if each n-product in R is stable. An n-PA 
ring is n-associative and an n-PA ring is (n + l)-PA. The stability of an n-product 
x1x2. . . x, with n 2 5 is established as soon as the stability of each of the (n - l)- 
productsxi . ..(XiXi+l)...x. (i= 1,2,... , n - 1) has been shown. The stability of 
a 4-product x1x2x3x4 is established as soon as (X,X2)X3X4, x1(x2x3)x4, x1x2(x3x4) 
and (x1x2x3)x4 turn out to be stable. Now we can prove 
Theorem 16. A 4-associative A-ring R is 5-PA. 
Proof. R2 C N (Theorem 14) hence R2 C K, the maximal R-ideal in N. Then the 
4-products (xix2)x3x4x& xi (x2x3)x&, x,x2(x3x4)x& x1x2x3(X4x5) are obviously 
stable for all xi, x2, x3, x4, xg in R and therefore x1x2x3x4x5 is stable, i.e. R is a 5- 
PA ring. q 
In the demonstration of Theorem 16 it was pointed out that each 4-product in 
which one of the factors is a (2-) product, is stable. Of course the same statement is 
true for each 3-product in which one of the factors is a 2-product, since a 2-pro- 
duct belongs to K. Nevertheless it is not allowed to conclude that each 4-product 
in R is stable, since there is an extra condition to be fulfilled: {x, y, z} t = 0 for all 
x, Y, z, t in R, or in other words: (xyz)t has to be stable as well. It is noteworthy 
that this is indeed the case in Example 4 (Section V). This 4-associative A-ring is 
not only 5-PA, but even 4-PA. On second thoughts it is not a surprise, since the 
ring is evidently of nilpotency 4, a special case of a 4-PA ring. 
Example 5. R is a 5-dimensional algebra over a field F of characteristic 0 with 
basis elements a, b, c, d,f and basis-multiplication a2 = b, ba = c, ab = d, ac = 
ad = b2 = ca = da = f, other products are zero. 
R is a 4-associative A-ring. V = C = [c - d], i.e. the ideal, generated by c - d, 
N = [b; c; d;f], Z = [c; d;f]. A ccording to Theorem 16, R is 5-PA, but here again 
R is 4-PA, since {x, y, z}t = 0 for all x, y, z, t E R. On closer investigation we learn 
that R is a ring of nilpotency 5, a special case of a 5-PA ring. 0 
It is clear that a 4-associative A-ring is 4-PA, if and only if {x, y, z}t = 0 for all 
elements x, y, z in the ring. In view of the Examples 4 and 5 the idea might cross 
ones mind that {x, y, z}t = 0 is valid in any 4-associative A-ring. This, however, 
we cannot prove. In the following theorem a sufficient condition is given for a 4- 
associative A-ring to be 4-PA. 
Theorem 17. If in a 4-associative A-ring R the centre Z satisJes the condition 
V C Z, then R is 4-PA. 
Proof. From Theorem 15 and the formula A (Section II), it follows: {x, y, z}t = 
{x,y, t}z = -x{ y, t,z} = -t{x,y,z}. And since V C Z, we can also write: 
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{x, y, z}t = t{x, y, z} and h ence 2t{x,y,z} = 0, i.e. t{x,y,z} = {x,y,z}t = 0 for 
all x, y, z, t E R. So R is a 4-PA ring. 0 
Remarks. (a) Note that in both Example 4 and in Example 5 the ring satisfies the 
condition V G Z. 
(b) Since in a 4-associative A-ring 0 = {ab, c, d}f = {f, c, d}(ab) (Theorems 
14 and 15) it follows that {x, y, z}t = 0 for all x, y, z, t E R, in which at least one of 
the entries x, y, z, t belongs to R*. Therefore, only in the case that none of the ele- 
ments x, y, z, t belongs to R*, {x,y, z}t might be # 0. Till now no example has 
been found as a model of this situation. 
VIII. sA-RINGS 
In the preceding section we investigated an A-ring, satisfying the comple- 
mentary condition of 4-associativity. Now a wider class of A-rings is introduced, 
namely A-rings equipped with the extra condition of 4-assosymmetry, i.e. A-rings 
in which {x,y,z, t} = {P(x),P(y),P(z),P(t)} for all elements x,y,z, t E R and 
all permutations P of x, y, z, t. These rings will be called special A-rings, in short 
notation: sA-rings. 
That the class of 4-associative A-rings is a subclass of the class of sA-rings, is 
evident: if {x,y,z, t} = 0, then certainly {x,y,z, t} = {P(x), P(y), P(z), P(t)} for 
all x, y, z, t E R and for an arbitrary permutation P of x, y, z, t. 
Note that the rings of Examples 2 and 3 in Section III are sA-rings, but they are 
not 4-associative. 
Any property, valid in an sA-ring, also applies to a 4-associative A-ring. 
Theorem 18. An A-ring R is an sA-ring ifand only if{x, y, z, t} = { y, x, z, t} for 
allx,y,z, t E R. 
Proof. If R is an sA-ring, then {x, y, z, t} = { y, x, z, t} is trivial. 
Conversely, if {x, y, z, t} = { y, x, z, t}, this can be interpreted as a permutation 
of the symbols x, y, z, t, in this case the interchange of the first and the second 
element. Let us denote it by the cycle (12), as customary. 
Moreover, in any A-ring {x, y, z, t} = { x, z, y, t} (formula (iv)) and {x, y, z, t} = 
{t, y, z, x} (formula (vi)), corresponding to the cycles (23) and (14) respectively. 
Each permutation of 4 elements can be obtained as a certain product of cycles, 
chosen out of the cycles (12) (23) and (14) (the group & is generated by (12), (23) 
and (14)) it follows that {x, y, z, t} = {P(x), P( y), P(z), P(t)} for every permuta- 
tion P of x, y, z, t and for all x, y, z, t E R, i.e. R is an sA-ring. q 
Theorem 19. If R is an sA-ring, then {x, y,z}t = {x, y, t}z and t{x, y,z} = 
z{x,y,t}foraZlx,y,z,t E R. 
Proof. {x, y, z, t} = {x, y, t, z} leads to {-?Y,z)t+x{Y,z,t) = {X,Y,t)Z+ 
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x{ y, t,z}, i.e. {x,y,z}t = {x,y, t}z. In the same way {t,z, x,y} = {z, t, x,y} im- 
plies t{x,y,z} = z{x,y, t}. 
Remark. Properly speaking, this is a second proof of Theorem 15, since a 4- 
associative A-ring is also an sA-ring. q 
Theorem 20. If R is an sA-ring, then the nucleus N is an ideal. 
Proof. If t E N and x, y, z E R, and applying Theorem 19, we find: {x, y, z}t = 
{x, y, t}z = 0. N ow using Theorem 12, it follows {x,y,z}t = t{x,y,z} = 
{ tx, y, z} = {xt, y, z} = 0, i.e. tx E N and xt E N for all x E R, hence N is an ideal. 
Corollary. (a) In a 4-associative A-ring R the nucleus N is an ideal. After all, this 
result also follows from Theorem 14: n E N and r E R leads to nr E N and rn E N, 
since R2 C N. 
(b) From Lemma 10 it follows that in an sA-ring and a fortiori in a 4-associative 
A-ring, VN = NV = (0). 0 
Since the nucleus N in an sA-ring is an ideal, this ring cannot have a unit ele- 
ment. The same property holds in a 4-associative A-ring (see the Corollary of 
Theorem 14). 
Theorem 21. The elements of a 4-associative A-ring R are zerodivisors. 
Proof. Let r be a left-regular element in R (i.e. ru = 0 if and only if u = 0), 
then {rx, y, z} = 0 for all x,y, z E R (Theorem 14) and hence {rx, y, z}t = 0 
for all x, y, z, t E R. The 4-associativity implies (rx) { y, z, t} = {rx, y, z, t} - 
{rx, y, z}t = 0 and therefore r[x{ y, z, t }] = 0 (Lemma 3) but then x{ y, z, t} = 0 
and hence {x, y, z} t = 0. Then R is a 4-PA ring (see the comments after Theorem 
16). On the other hand there exist elements a, b, c E R such that {a, b, c} # 0 
(because R is not-associative), hence r{a, b, c} # 0, which is impossible in a 4-PA 
ring. So R cannot have a left-regular element. In the same way it can be proved 
that R cannot have a right-regular element. Therefore the elements of R are all 
zerodivisors. q 
Remarks. (a) In another study it was proved that even an arbitrary not-asso- 
ciative 4-associative ring R consists of zerodivisors only (see [9]). 
(b) Note, however, that the elements of an sA-ring are not necessarily zero- 
divisors, although this ring cannot have a unit element. See Example 3 in Section 
III. 
(c) We submit the previous remark to a closer examination. Theorem 18 states 
that the A-ring R is an sA-ring, if and only if {x,y,~, t} = { y,x, z, t} for all 
-, t E R, and so x{ y, Z, t} = y{x, z, t} for all x,y, z, t E R. Then in particular 
:l$yy also (v), (ix) and Lemma 3): (xy){z, t,u} = z{xy, t,u} = z{x, t, u,y} = 
zx{t,u,y}+z{x,t,u}y=xz{t,u,y} +z{x,t,u}y=xy{z,t,u}+z{x,t,u}y and 
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hence z{x, t, u}y = 0 for all x, y, z, t, u E R. Let us assume that p is a left regular 
element in R, thenp[{x, t, u}y] = 0 for all x, t, u, y in R and hence {x, t, u}y = 0 for 
all x, t, u, y in R. The ring R cannot be 4-associative (see Theorem 21). Thus we can 
find elements a, b, c and din R such that {a, b, c, d} # 0. Since {x, y, z} t = 0 for all 
elements x,y, z, t in R, then in particular {a, b, c}d = 0. And from {a, b, c, d} # 0 
it follows that u{b, c, d} # 0. If in addition R has a right regular element q, then 
[x{ y, z, t}]q = 0 for all x,y, z, t in R, which leads to x{ y, z, t} = 0 for all 
x, Y1 z, t E R, contradicting a{b, c, d} # 0. The conclusion is that an sA-ring R 
cannot have two-sided regular elements (in particular R cannot have a unit ele- 
ment, as we discovered before), and that, if R has elements which are no zero- 
divisors, then these elements are either right- or left regular. 
IX. A-RINGS WITH UNIT ELEMENT 
Any non-associative ring R without unit element can be extended to a ring R’ 
with unit element. This is a well-known procedure: R’ = R CE Z, where Z is the 
ring of rational integers and the operations in R’ are defined as follows: 
(ri,mi) + (r2,m2) := (ri tr2,mi fmz) and (r~,mi). (o,w) := (mm +mlr2+ 
r1r2,m1m2),withr1,r2 E Randmi,mz E Z. 
R’ is a ring with unit element (0,l); R is identified with the subset of elements 
(ri, 0) E R’; R is an ideal in R’, since both (r, O)(s, m) and (s, m)(r, 0) belong to R 
for every r, s E R and m E H. The ring R’ is said to be an extension of R after ad- 
junction of a unit element to R. 
An easy calculation in R’ shows: {(rl,ml), (rI,rnz), (rj,m3)} = ({rl,r2,r3},0) 
and {(rl,ml), (r2,m2), (r3,m3))( ra,m4) = (m4{r11r2,r3} + {r17r2,r3}r4,0) and 
hence V’ = ({R, R, R} + {R, R, R}R, 0) = (V, 0), where I” is the ideal in R’, 
generated by the associators in R’ and V the analogue in R. 
Theorem 22. If R is an A-ring without unit element, then R’ is an A-ring with unit 
element. 
Proof. Forallx,y,zERandmi(i=1,2,3)EZ,wecanwrite{(x,ml),(y,m2), 
(z,m3)} = ({x,y,z},O) = ({P(x),P(y),P(z)},O)foranypermutationPofx,y,z 
and hence {(x,mi), (v,m2), (z, m3)) = (P(x,ml),P(y,mz),P(z,m3)} for every 
permutation P of (x, ml), ( y, m2), ( z,m3). R’ is 2- and 3-divisible and not-asso- 
ciative, so R’ is an A-ring. 
Remark. Obviously the more specific property {(x, ml), ( y, m2), (z, m3)) = 
{(p(x),mQ(l)), (P(Y),~Q(~)), (pbIjmQ(3))), where P is a permutation of X,Y,Z 
and Q is a permutation of 1,2,3, holds in R’. q 
The nucleus N’ in R’ is the set of elements (u,m) with a E R and m E Z, 
such that {(u,m), (x,ml), (v,m2)) = ({ u,x,y},O) = (0,O) for all x,y E R and 
ml,m2 E Z. This is clearly true if and only if a E N and m arbitrary in Z. This 
leads to 
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Theorem 23. If R is an A-ring without unit element, N the nucleus in R, R’ the ring, 
obtained after adjunction of a unit element to R, N’ the nucleus of R’, then 
N = N’n R. 0 
If R is an n-dimensional algebra over a field F and if R has no unit element, 
then adjunction of a unit element to R is easily accomplished by considering 
R’ = R @F, an algebra of dimension n + 1 with the operations (~1, Xi) + 
(0, AZ) = (~1 + ~2, Xi + X2) and (~1, Xi) . (~2, AZ) = (~1~2 + X10 + h, X1X2) for 
all Y; E R and Xi E F. The unit element in R’ is (0,l). 
If R is an A-ring (which implies that the characteristic of F is # 2 and # 3) 
then R’ is an A-ring. 
Remark. An sA-ring has no unit element (see the observation after Theorem 20). 
Adjunction of a unit element to an sA-ring therefore cannot result in an sA-ring. 
Example 6. R is the 4-dimensional algebra over a field F of characteristic zero 
with basis elements e, a, b, c and basis-multiplication e2 = e, ea = ae = a, eb = 
be = a2 = b, ec = ce = ba = c, other products are zero. This algebra is an exten- 
sion of the algebra in Example 4 (SectionV), by adjunction of a unit element. Note 
that the ring in Example 4 is an sA-ring, but R is not an sA-ring. In Example 4 we 
have V = C = [cl, N = [b; c], the ring is 4-associative, even of nilpotency 4, but in 
the present example V = C = [cl, N is the subring, generated by e, b and c, 2 is 
the subring, generated by e and c and R is certainly not 4-associative. Note that 
the ideal [a; b; c], in fact the ring of Example 4, is the maximal solvable ideal in R. 
X. THE ANNIHILATORS OF V AND C 
If R is a non-associative ring and H is a subset of R, then the annihilator A of H 
is the set of elements a E R with aH = Ha = (0). If al E A and a2 E A, it is clear 
that al - a2 E A, hence A( +) is an additive group in R( +). In general nothing can 
be said about ala2, but if R is associative, then (ala2)H = al(azH) = (0) and 
H(ala2) = (Hal)a2 = (0), i.e. A is a subring of R. 
If R is an associative ring and H is an ideal in R, then the annihilator A is also 
an ideal, because a E A, r E R implies (ra)H = r(aH) = (0), H(ra) = (Hr)a c 
Ha = (0), (ar)H = a(rH) c aH = (0), H(ar) = (Ha)r = (0) and so ar E A and 
ra E A. Unfortunately this reasoning cannot be maintained in a not-associative 
ring, unless we meet with a special situation. And such a case presents itself, when 
R is an A-ring. Indeed, in the Remark and Corollary 2 after Theorem 6 it was 
proved that Co (hence also C) and V have the property that any n-product, con- 
taining a C- or V-element as one of its factors, is stable for any n 2 3. Now let M 
be the annihilator of Vand P the annihilator of C, then both M and P are ideals in 
the A-ring R, since the same reasoning is applicable as in the case in which R is 
associative. 
It is clear that M > P, since V C C. Moreover V C M by virtue of Theorem 11. 
In Example 6 (Section IX) the ideals M and P are identical: M = P = [a; b; c]. 
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That is not surprising, since V = C = [cl. Note that A4 = P is not a subset of the 
nucleus N (the subring, generated by e, b and c). 
It should, however, be noticed that coincidence of M and P not necessarily in- 
volves V = C. It can happen that M = P and V is a proper subset of C, as can be 
seen in the following example. 
Example 7. R is the 4-dimensional algebra over the field of characteristic zero 
with basis elements e, U, v, w and basis-multiplication e2 = e, eu = ue = wu = 2.4, 
ev = ve = VW = v, ew = we = w, w2 = v + w, other products are zero. Here 
V = [v], C = [u; v] and M = P = [u; v]. N is the subring, generated by e, u and v. 
Note that now M = P c N. 
XI. THE LIE-RING LR 
Theorem 24. Zf R is an assosymmetric ring, then [[x, y], z] + [[Y, z], x] + 
[[z,x],Y] = 0 foralZx,y,z E R. 
Proof. [xy, z] + [ yz, x] + [zx, y] = 3(x, y, z} (formula (iii)), hence [ yx, z] + 
[X?Ylf[ZY,4 = 3{ y, x, z} and consequently [[x, y] , z] + [[ y, z], x] + [[z, x] ,y] = 0. 
Corollary. An A-ring R is Lie-admissible. 0 
A Lie-admissible ring R, considered as a Lie-ring, will be denoted by LR. The 
product xA y in LR is the same as the commutator [x, y] in R. The associator in LR 
is indicated by L{x, y, z}. So L{x, y, z} = (x,, Y)~Z - xA( y,z). 
Lemma 25. Zf R is Lie-admissible, then L{x,y, z} = (x,,z)~,Y, 
Proof. (x/,y),z+(y,,-),x+(z~x)~Y=~, hence L(x,~,z}=(x~Y)~~--X~(Y~~)= 
-(z*x),Y=(w)*Y. q 
Let L V be the ideal, generated by all associators L{x, y, Z} in LR and LR2 the 
ideal, generated by all products xAy in LR. 
Theorem 26. Zf R is an A-ring, then LR2 2 N and L V C N. 
Proof. Not only the elements of LR2, but also the elements of L V are finite sums 
of products xA y, since the elements of L V are finite sums of elements of type 
L{x, y, z} (= (xQ),, y) and of type L{x, y, z}*t. In other words: The elements of 
the subsets LV and LR2 of R of finite sums of commutators in R, and so they 
belong to the nucleus N in R (Theorem 5). 
Remark. The subsets L V and LR2 are proper subsets of R, since N is a proper 
subset of R. 0 
In Theorem 26 we only stated that the set L V is a subset of the set N. Note that 
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the sets N and LN are distinct. The same is valid for V and L V, but the sets R and 
LR are identical, although the rings R and LR are different rings. 
As for the set N we can prove 
Theorem 27. If R is an A-ring, then N is an L R-ideal. 
Proof. Let t E N and x E LR, then tAx E N and xAt E N, since [t, x] and [x, t] 
belong to N for every x, t E R (Theorem 5). 
Remark. It is clear that not only the L-product of an element of N and an arbi- 
trary element of LR belongs to N, but that the L-product of any two elements is in 
N. In other words: N is an ideal in LR such that the (L-) quotient-ring LR/N is a 
zeroring. 0 
Theorem 28. If R is a Lie-admissible ring, then Z is an LR-ideal. 
Proof. If z E Z and x E LR, then xAz = z,,x = 0 E Z, since [z,x] = 0 for every 
x E R. 
Corollary. The set Z is the annihilator of LR q 
As usual, the nucleus LN of the ring LR is defined as the set of elements t E ‘R, 
suchthat L{t,~,y} = L{x, t,y} = L{x,y, t} = Oforallx,y E LR. 
Theorem 29. If R is a Lie-admissible ring, then t E LN ifand only if L{ t, x, y} = 0 
for all x, y E LR. 
Proof. If t E LN, then obviously L{t, x, y} = 0 for all x,y E LR. 
Conversely, if L{ t, x, y} = 0, then (t/, y), x = 0 (Lemma 25), hence ( y*t),x = 0, 
i.e. L{ y,x, t} = 0 f or all x, y E LR. Since (t,, y),x + (y,,x),,t + (x,,t), y = 0 
(Theorem 24), it follows L{ t, x, y} l tL { y, t, x} +L {x, y, t} = 0, hence L{t, x, y} = 
L{x, t, y} = L{x,y, t} = 0 for all x,y E LR, i.e. t E LN. 0 
Theorem 30. [f R is a Lie-admissible ring, then LN is an LR-ideal. 
Proof. Let t E LNandx E LR,thenL{t~x,y,z}={(tAx)hz}/,y = L{t,z,~}Ay=O 
and L{xAt,y,z) = {(xAt),,ZIAy = L{ x, z, t}A y = 0 for all y, z E LR, i.e. tAx E LN 
and x,,t E LN, so LN is an LR-ideal. 0 
Theorem 31. If R is a Lie-admissible ring, then LN 2 Z. 
Proof. If z E Z, then zAx = 0 for each x E LR. Hence L{z, x, y} = (Z,Y y),x = 0 
forallx,y E LR,l.e.z E LN . q 
Can LR be associative? If so, then L{x, y, z} = 0, i.e. (x~z), y = 0 for all 
x, y, z E LR, or in other words: [[x, y], z] = 0 for all x, y, z E R. This leads to 
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Theorem 32. If R is a Lie-admissible ring, then ‘R is associative if and only if 
C” c z. 0 
Remarks. (a) In a Lie-ring associativity is obviously equivalent to nilpotency of 
index 3. The Examples 4 (SectionV), 5 (SectionVII) and 6 (Section IX) are models 
of this situation. 
(b) As a matter of fact associativity of LR implies LN = LR and L V = (0). 
(c) If LR is abelian (i.e. x,, y = 0 for all x, y E LR), then LR is certainly asso- 
ciative. However, if R is an A-ring, then LR cannot be abelian, since x,, = 0 in LR 
implies [x, y] = 0 in R for all x, y E R, i.e. R is commutative, which is impossible 
(see the Corollary of Lemma 1). q 
In Theorem 26 it was pointed out that both LR2 and L V are subsets of N, 
if R is an A-ring. And since L{x,y, z} = (x,,z), y E LR2 and also L{x, y, z}t = 
[(x~z),, y],t E LR2 for all x, y, z, t E LR, we can state 
Theorem 33. If R is an A-ring, then L V C LR2 c N. 
Remark. Note that not only in an A-ring, but in any non-associative ring R the 
inclusion V C R2 holds, since both {x,y,z} = (xy)z - x( yz) and {x,y, z}t = 
[(xy)z - x( yz)]t belong to R2. q 
Summarizing. The most typical feature of the Lie-ring LR, obtained from an A- 
ring R,is the property that the nucleus N and the centre Z of R are LR-ideals, 
irrespective of the question whether iv and Z are subrings or ideals in R. This 
property is of course closely connected with the phenomenon that in an A-ring all 
commutators belong to the nucleus N of R. 
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